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Disclaimer

Disclaimer
This report is written by Symmetry Invest A/S. The report is based on research, financial statements,
interviews, field research, analyst reports etc. The report includes the opinions of Symmetry Invest A/S. This
are our own opinions. Symmetry do no assure for any correctness written in this report as there could be
material miscalculations, mistyping’s etc. The research is often done on a 6-18-month basis before
publishing. This report should in no way be seen as a buy, hold or sell recommendation of the company.
Symmetry Invest A/S are an authorized alternative investment firm (FAIF) by Danish regulatory authorities.
We are not authorized as an investment advisor and as such this research should in no way be interpreted as
investment advice but as journalistic research and our own reasoning for owning the stock. Symmetry are in
no way responsible for any losses incurred on investments based on this report. Readers of this report
should interpret that Symmetry Invest A/S are holding shares in the company by the time of publishing this
report. Symmetry commits not to trade in the stock in 72 hours following publishing (according to the
timestamped in the report). After that, Symmetry Invest A/S keeps the right to buy or sell the stock without
any further notifications about it. Our target price for the stock could change materially caused by factors
either in or out of company control. We are not obligated to issue a new report or any notification should or
target price change.
This report is released to the following persons:
-

This report is released on our company website to investors in Symmetry Invest A/S
The report is passed through to fellow fund managers or investment advisors around the world as it
is normal for investment managers to share ideas with each other
The report is sent to subscribers to Symmetrys quarterly newsletter registered on our website.

Symmetry Invest A/S operates under the FAIF regulation and can only do marketing of our fund to Danish
FAIF accredited investors. As such, this report should in no way be interpreted as marketing for Symmetry
Invest A/S.
In some cases, Symmetry will issue a follow up report on material new information about the company. But
are in no way obligated to so.
Investment in stocks includes risk of loss of capital and we always recommend others to consult with an
authorized investment advisor before doing investments.
Pictures and other material in this report could be protected by Copyright and cannot be redistributed.

Symmetry are not receiving payments from any company mentioned in this report beside our return on
stock ownership in companies mentioned.

Quartix Plc

Ticker

High growth recurring SAAS company

ISIN



Quartix is a high margin, high growth SAAS Telematics company.



On the surface it looks like a broken growth story. But the truth is quite the
opposite



The company don’t do a lot to disclose the extremely good unit economics.
Investors who figures those out will see how cheap the company actually is.



Quartix are finding additional growth opportunities to accelerate the
growth rates even further.



Quartix have the most conservative accounting we have ever seen. This on
the surface makes it look more expensive than peers when the opposite is
true.



Quartix has a good capital allocation policy, investing everything they can in
growth and returning all remaining money to shareholders.



Insiders have big share ownership. CEO Andy Walters is the founder of the
company and control about 37 % of the shares. Other founders still hold 18
% of the company and a leading institution owns 11 %.



With a somehow low free float and no real analyst coverage the stock goes
unnoticed despite turning SAAS KPI’s that would make it trade at 2-3x the
valuation in the US.

Financials

2018

2019

2020

25.706

25.449

27.994

EBITDA

8.334

6.820

7.782

EBIT

8.041

6.617

7.558

Net Income
EBIT Margin

6.860

5.454

6.164

31,3%

26,0%

27,0%

(thousands GBP)

Net Revenue
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QTX
GB00BLZH2C83

Currency

GBP

Target

600

Latest

300

Stocks in issue (mil.)

47,8

Market cap (mil.)

144

Nøgletal (2018)
P/E*
Dividend yield
*adjusted for non-cash D&A
on intangibles.

20,2
4,9 %
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Why is it cheap?
One of the most important things in investing is to figure out why something is cheap. Quartix stock have barely
moved over the last 3 years since the IPO:

When one understands why other people don’t like or look into the company, its easier to figure out why our opinion
differs from the rest.
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1) It’s a broken growth story:
In our opinion the main reason for the cheap stock is because Quartix looks like a broken growth story:

Revenue
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If we take a look at the reported revenue numbers that conclusion could seem right. The revenue growth was really
high from 2012 to 2016. Hereafter it has slowed down and turned negative in 2019.
The missing point here is that Quartix operates in two segments. High margin, recurring fleet revenue and low margin
bumpy insurance revenue:
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We have illustrated the segment revenue above. As we can see, the core fleet business has done really well over all
the years and kept a nice growth rate. The much lumpier insurance revenue which is low margin had high growth from
2012 to 2016 and have then declined some. Investors who only look at the first graph would conclude that Quartix is a
broken growth story, where as investors looking at the second graph can see Quartix as a high growth fleet company.
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2) The shares are expensive, where is the value?
On the surface Quartix looks expensive for a deep value investor. Quartix trades at around 20-25 times P/E. If we
combine this with the first point that the growth is gone, we can clearly see why no one wants to pay +20 P/E. But as
showed before, there is still high growth occurring within Quartix.
First of all, most high growth SAAS businesses are normally not valued on P/E but instead on P/S. This is because most
SAAS businesses actually loose money or have really low earnings. Quartix is different as it has 25-35 % EBIT margins
despite a lot of growth investments.
Quartix at the same time has really conservative accounting (we have never seen anything like it). They practically
expense EVERYTHING upfront. R&D expenses, costumers acquisition costs and even all CAPEX are expensed. This
make the earnings a little depressed compared to competitors. But on a free cash flow basis Quartix trades
substantially below SAAS peers.
We will dig deeper into this later on.
3) Low free float and low dependence on “the street”:
Since Quartix listed in 2014 it has not raised more equity. Neither has it raised any debt. Instead Quartix have just paid
out excess cash as a dividend each year. We really much like that. But the problem of cause is, if you don’t buy
services from banks (fund raising, debt financing etc.) they are not likely to put analyst resources on your stock.
Combined with the low free float (related to high insider ownership), means that there really aren’t any analysts
following Quartix. There are a few boutique firms and house brokers writing some “generic” reports, but that’s it.
The consequence of this is that Quartix is not really well understood.

We think all the 3 reasons listed here are reasons why Quartix trades substantially below what we think it’s really
worth. We think it’s only a matter of time before the market recognizes the underlying value here. As the decline in
the insurance business levels of in 2020 an onwards and fleet growth accelerates, the group revenue will start to grow
and keep accelerating for years to come. This could be the main driver for repricing the stock upwards.
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Dividend policy:
Before spending a little more time describing Quartix we wanted to share the dividend policy of the company:

1

Quartix has a policy of paying out all excess cash above 2 mio. £ as a supplemental dividend. The calculation for 2018
is stated above. This dividend policy again relates to the conservative way Quartix runs the business.
1) Make a lot of investments in future growth
2) Expense all of it in the P&L instead of on the balance sheet
3) Pay out all excess cash as dividends
The current dividend yield for Quartix is around 4-5 %. We like to invest in a high growth SAAS company and receive a
4-5 % dividend yield as most SAAS companies normally burn trough cash and constantly do equity raises.

1

Quartix company presentation
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About Quartix:
Quartix operates in two different segments. It’s the same product they sell into both segments, but costumer
behavior, pricing, competition, retention etc. are different. As +90 % of the underlying value in Quartix is in the fleet
business, this is where we will spend the majority of our time. But first a little introduction to the insurance business:
In the insurance business Quartix sells its telematics products mainly for young drivers. This is insurance companies
that want to see how new 18-20-year-old car-owners are driving before they can price the insurance policies
accurately.

The Quartix “box” that plugs into the car measure how drivers behave in the car.
-

Do they drive to fast?

-

Do they “push and stop” a lot or reduce speed slowly into stops etc.

-

How do they behave in bad weather situations?

-

How do they behave in packed traffic situations?

The insurance companies use those data to predict how likely it is that drivers will crash their cars in the future and
price the insurance policies accordingly.
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The problem for Quartix is that the space is really price sensitive and contracts are short term (usually 12 month bulk
purchases). This contribues to a more volatile revenue development. As Quartix focus on quality and not price, they
loose contracts from time to time when newer players undercut them. A lot of times they win costumers back
because the insurance companies don’t get the quality they wanted or the competitor realise their prices were to low.

Over the last 2 years Quartix have lost share in the insurance market as they have focused on high margin
opportunities with niche players that will pay for the product. At the same time, they have lost bulk contracts where
they would not compete on price.
There is a change (as has happened before) that Quartix will win some of those contracts back again.
We think the worst hit to Quartix has happened in 2019 with a slower revenue decline in insurance in 2020 and then a
flattish development thereafter.
As insurance is a low margin product it doesn’t have a big influence on the total valuation. As it is quite low touch and
supplemental to the fleet business it does work as a good cash contributor to the overall group.
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Fleet:
The main driver of future growth and profits for Quartix is the fleet business. The fleet business has several
advantages:
1) It’s a high margin business with operating margins (less costumer acquisitions) running at +70 %.
2) It has high costumer retentions usual at +90 % which increases fast in older cohorts
3) It is highly fragmented in costumers which means Quartix have basically 0 costumer concentrations
4) It has really good LTV/CAC ratios2
5) The underlying market is growing fast which means Quartix don’t need to take share to grow
Before we dig a little deeper into the fleet business and how it creates value for the costumers, we wanted to show
another chart. Remember on the first page we showed how Quartix looked like a broken growth story? Here is the
true story about Quartix fleet subscribers:

3

+22 % CAGR on subscribers over the last +10 years.

2
3

Lifetime value / costumer acqustion cost
Quartix H1 2019 presentation
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What is fleet telematics?
A fleet telematic solution is a small hardware box that plugs into cars and vans. The boxes have GPS tracking and
constantly sends data to the cloud where Quartix software procesesses it.
The box can be installed through Quartix extensive installer network or through self-install. As the self-intall solution
has been made much more user friendly over time it has gained more traction. Which also lowers upfront cost for
Quartix as they don’t have to pay installers.

When the device is plugged into the car the fleet owner can track the usage of the car through access to Quartix
software. Quartix charges 0 upfront cost for the units and the installs etc. The only payment to Quartix are the
monthly subscription fee that is paid per box.
The device is easy to change between vehicles. If you sell one vehicle and buy a new one its easy to shift it. If your
vehicle is on maintaince and you have a rental car its easy to change it etc.
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What does fleet owners then do with the software?:
They use it to track where all their vehicles is at the moment:

This have a lot of advantages for the business as:
1) If they get a new service order they can see where the nearest vehicle is
2) The map uses traffic data and track not only distance but also time to arrival.
3) If thieves don’t know the box is installed the owner can locate a stolen vehicle.
4) Vehicle owners can track the fleets “off work” to see if employees use vehicles unauthorized
It also tracks daily start and finish on different locations.

This makes it easier to bill clients when you have a lot of “small jobs” as you have details when you arrived and leaved
again and thereby time spent on the job.
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Vehicle owners can also see how much time the driver spends on the gas station etc. (was he taking on gasoline for 5
minutes or playing slot machines for 1 hour at work etc.).
Owners also have the option to track driver behavior. Does employees drive within speed limits, slows down speed
into stops etc. A daily report is generated for each vehicle with colors easily illustrating actual speed vs. speed limits:

Quartix also allows for individual reports using a driver ID. This is important in shared vehicles where the business
owner wants to know which person are driving which vehicles at which times etc.
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Quartix also make driver profiles in each of their vehicles. They can then create a profile for each driver and index
driver behavior against each other.
Owners can then get an alert and see how their drivers behave in comparison to the whole Quartix fleet:

https://www.quartix.net/product/driving-style/
As better driver behavior will save the car on fuel and maintaince its an important tool for owners to use as it saves
them money.
Quartix has developed a lot of management tools that help management optimize the vehicle fleet.

Real-time dashboards help management optimize vehicle utilization. This helps management with opportunities to
improve efficiency by knowing where to share vehicle, where to shift vehicle, what vehicles stands still the most etc.
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Another optimisation is route analysis:

This can yield significant savings by shortening time in vehicle and thereby longer time which is billable at costumers.
What Quartix normally see are a lot of vehicles basically driving in the same areas and don’t take efficient routes to
the nearest visit. Sometimes vehicle A visit costumer X and vehicle B visit costumer Y. But Quartix software identifies
savings if instead vehicle A had visited costumer Y and vehicle B costumer X etc.

This also makes it possible for management to define which zones each vehicle are allowed to drive within. Thereby
detecting unauthorized uses of the car. Management can then set up alerts on SMS, Email etc. that alert them every
time a vehicle gets outside the defined zone.
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Fleet management:
Quartix have integrated their system with FleetCheck which offers fleet owners a comprehensive offering to reduce
vehicle cost. Its takes time away from drivers and give less paperwork and more efficiency:

The Fleetcheck system has verified different methodologies to save fuel. Lower fuel cost saves money for fleet owners
and help on their environmental intentions.

The system identifies the reason a vehicle has excessive fuel usage. That could be maintaince problems, driver
behavior, route planning etc. It gives users different tools to optimize and improve fuel efficiency which in the end
saves money for the fleet owner.
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4

4

http://www.drivetimeuk.co.uk/compare-vehicle-tracking/
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The system also organize and integrates maintaince reports on each vehicle. This can costumize when vehicles need
safety checks, how long is has been since last maintainance check etc. At the same time it creates damage reports etc.
that is used as documentation.
All the reports from the Quartix software can be costumized and extracted to excel etc. Some costumers prefer to
configure the data in excel or add it into other systems they use.
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The telematics industry:
Over our research period we have read a lot of industry reports about the telematics industry and future
developments and growth rates. As always, there is some degree of uncertainty regarding future projections, but we
think the outlook is pretty robust. We have listed some quotes from the reports below:

5

6

7

The reports and research we have read estimates around a 18-23 % growth CAGR for the next few years. This is
optimistic assumptions and we caution somehow about those projections. Some of that revenue growth comes from
the adoption of video telematics into the fleet. Some users find it valuable to have live video surveillance of their fleet.
Such a solution has much higher cost thereby increasing total $ market growth. On the other hand, continued
competition should deliver modest ARPU erosion from other players.

5

https://www.automotive-fleet.com/335471/global-telematics-market-to-see-growth-over-next-five-years
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/driving-value-from-fleet-telematics
7
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/07/26/1892238/0/en/Commercial-Telematics-MarketDemand-is-Projected-to-Witness-a-Rapid-Growth-by-Forecast-to-2023-Commercial-Telematics-Industry-Analysis-byType-Solutions-End-Users.html
6
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If we look into different markets, the US are the most saturated market. It is estimated that about 40 % of the
potential TAM is already using a telematics solution which dampens the US growth rate somehow.
That’s not really a big problem for Quartix in the US as they only have a tiny fraction of the market share. The driver
for Quartix in the US is that competitors seems slow in both product development, marketing etc. As a nimble player
that adapt to different costumer preferences and pricing trends Quartix are able to keep taking market share in the
US.
If we look at the different European markets the UK is also by far the most saturated market.

8

Of the other countries Quartix targets, France, Poland etc. are much less saturated. And Spain and Italy are extremely
underpenetrated markets where Quartix hopes they can achieve good growth levels.

8

http://1-telematics.com/telematics-industry/
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The sales model:
Quartix uses 3 different sales channels to win new costumers. Quartix have success in all channels. It of course varies a
lot between periods which channels are most successful. It also varies on geography. Like in France they have had
huge success with resellers, while in the US the direct sales team are performing well. Price comparisons is a place
they are really good and efficient in the UK. The good thing is they can use knowledge and learning curves between
markets and channels to improve efficiency in all channels.
-

Direct sales

At the direct sales channels Quartix have a dedicated sales force located in Newtown UK and Chicago US. Quartix have
developed a high performing call center that use different lead channels to acquire new costumers. Quartix have done
a lot of operational improvements over the years in this channel like optimizing lead buying, make better conversion
rates for each lead etc.
-

Price comparisons

Quartix use different price comparison sites to gain market share. This is especially in the UK and in France they have
been good at this. In the US they are working on improving this. To win costumers from price comparison sites you
need to be best on price in relation to the product/features you offer. To win here you need to be really efficient.
On the fleet side some of the bigger comparison sites are:
www.drivetimeuk.co.uk/compare-vehicle-tracking/
https://www.expertmarket.co.uk/vehicle-tracking
And on the insurance side:
https://www.gocompare.com/car-insurance/telematics-car-insurance/
Quartix have worked with price comparison sites for a long time and gained a lot of knowledge about how to get high
conversion rates from the leads. When and how fast should you contact leads from comparison sites? When should
you follow up? What should your main selling points be?
-

Resellers

The last channel Quartix uses is a reseller network. This takes time to build up but works well over time because its
pure no-cure no-pay models. This is a channel that Quartix will work to improve over time especially in new countries
like USA and France.

Another part is the follow-up and retention strategies. As we will show later on, a big part of the gross additions
comes from existing costumers scaling up. So even through its important to win new costumers, its at least as
important to both retain costumers and help them scale up to more and more vehicles until they utilize Quartix over
their whole fleet. Costumer support and effective follow up is also an important retention strategy. The biggest reason
for churn is new sign-ups that just never take the time and energy to commit to using Quartix. This could be a
costumer that goes to a comparison sites and afterwards sign up to Quartix. They download the software and install it
into 2-3 vehicles. But they never really take the management time to learn to use the system effectively. This is one of
the most important tasks for Quartix costumer support teams. To proactively manage sign-ups afterwards and make
sure they are up and running well. Because that’s really what decides the growth for Quartix. When a vehicle owner
signs up for 3 vehicles, will they then churn off or expand to 20-30 vehicles over time?
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One of the main competitive advantages for Quartix is that they can sell to all over Europe and USA from one location
in Newtown in UK. Because of the multinational citizens in the UK Quartix are able to hire French Speaking, Spanish
Speaking, Polish Speaking people etc. They are able to locate all of those sales people in the same sales office in
Newtown. The sales office therefore can be managed really effective. Its easier to train, recruit and retain good
people. This makes it possible for Quartix to sell to Poland, Spain, France etc. directly from the UK without the need to
establish local offices. With the growth of self-install installations, they neither have to set up an installer network in
those countries.
This is not something to underestimate. The lean sales force is the reasons they can be a price leader and keep high
retention and still make a lot of money for themselves.

One positive thing about a lot of the channels is that they are performance based. A lot of the negatives with SAAS
businesses is that they work well as long as they run smoothly. They can hire new sales people, train them and make
good and stable LTC/CAC returns etc. But most companies have problems scaling down the CAC when the LTV goes
down. That’s because most companies are reluctant to terminate sales people, marketing initiatives etc. as they have
trained and invested in those. They always believe the market and competitive position will return and will just accept
lower LTC/CAC ratios short term (that always turns out to be long term).
We therefore like that a lot of Quartix’ CAC are performance based. Resellers are of because performance based. They
get a commission when they sell Quartix products. Price comparison sites also have a lot of performance-based
payments build into it. As Quartix only pay when they win the “lead” based on price and quality etc. There is some risk
related to conversion as Quartix would still pay for the lead even if they are not successful in converting the lead to a
costumer. The last channel is the direct channel which is less performance based. But even here they buy leads from
different channels. They can scale those up and down quite quickly based on price, conversation rates, performance
etc.
And on the people cost there is always bonus and commissions structures on top of base salaries.
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Geographical expansion:
One of the main growth drivers for Quartix over time are international expansion. Over the first 10+ years Quartix only
had a presence in the UK. Since then they have expanded first to France and then to the US. Both countries have
performed really well over the last 2 years growing at a high rate.

Geografic expansion
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Recently in H1 2019 they also entered Ireland, Poland and Spain. They have already set up local websites for the
Italian market and the German market with marketing to follow at a future time. The start in Spain and Poland in H1
2019 has so far went well.
As we wrote earlier, we like the geographical expansion because it can be done with a local sales force and support
staff run from the UK. That creates a lot less risk as its basically just a different language.
As Quartix over the first +10 years grew the subscriber count at a +20 % CAGR from the UK alone there is a limit to
how much they can grow by only being in the UK. Recently we have seen the market mature to a more 10-15 % YoY
growth level. But with France and the US picking up and growing 30-50 % YoY the company average looks good.
With the launch of additional countries in 2019 the market opportunity as a whole still looks really promising for
Quartix.
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We can see the same picture even better when looking at the geographic mix in percentage each year:

Percentage split
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As we can see the huge growth in France and USA are making it a proportionally higher and higher chunk of the
revenue split. With the other segment making a small contribution I H1 2019.

More markets give Quartix options to accelerate the growth level in the future. Even beyond the recent 22-23 %
CAGR. If they can keep and accelerate momentum in the US and France at a +30 % rate while building up the new
markets and keeping UK at a +10 % level, it will not take long for the whole group level to start accelerating again.
Quartix also plans to use the new Spanish site to attract the Latin American US population. There is a huge group of
small SME’s in the US that are run by the Spanish speaking community which Quartix can now address with a Spanish
website and Spanish speaking sales and support teams.
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Competition:
Of publicly traded Telematics peers the only pure plays are MixT Telematics and Induran. Mixt telematics are based in
South Africa and have +50 % of their revenue coming from Africa with the rest mainly from US and some parts of
Europe. Induran are based in Israel and have huge exposure to Latin American countries like Brazil and Argentina.
Quartix don’t see those two as direct competitors as its rare they compete for the same costumers in the same
markets.
One of the bigger companies that Quartix from time to time do compete with is Teletrac Navman. Teletrac is owned
by the Fortive conglomerate and as such we don’t have a lot of data on Teletrac specific. Besides doing fleet
management software they also develop jobsite software and transport management software.
Of other bigger companies is Trimble Telematics and Pointer Telocation. Those are also smaller parts of bigger
corporations. Pointer do a lot of Trailer, Cargo, Cointainer telematics also which is not an area where Quartix
competes.
Some of the smaller players could be Carma Systems, TomTom, Verizone, FleetManager, NexTraq and Causeway
Telematics
Here is Andy’s response to us:

There are some bigger competitors with much bigger R&D budgets etc. But those are nut nimble, effective
organizations.
Then we have some small players with somehow really simple technology that mostly compete on price. Those are
mainly in the UK.
Some could argue it’s a bad thing for Quartix to be “squeezed” between the bigger players with higher R&D budgets
and the smaller players who compete on pricing.
But Quartix don’t think so. They have really found a sweet spot in their position. They are big enough to invest in R&D
and build out the organization while paying for a public listing. But still small and agile enough to take significant
market share away from the bigger guys.
The good thing is of cause that the telematics market is an overall growth industry. Then they don’t fight for existing
costumers (as there is quite high retention throughout the industry) but more who takes the largest chunk of the new
costumers.

In general, the telematics market is a huge growing market with a lot of different players. We like the fact that it’s a
competitive market where Quartix have already shown its ability to gain share. This shows to us that Quartix is able to
fight for market share.
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ARPU:
An important topic about Quartix is the ARPU development over the last 5-10 years. This was initially one of the
reasons we hesitated buying into Quartix in the first place.
Over the last 5 years since IPO the subscriber base has grown around 22 % per year. But the fleet revenue has only
grown around 16 % per year. The 6-percentage point difference each year has been a declining ARPU.

1) Lower input prices
One of the reasons for the lower ARPU has been lower input cost that has been passed through to the costumers.
Andy mentioned to us that the hardware cost for the “box” have declined from around 300 $ to around 70 $ for
example. But also, the uptake in self-installs have put lower cost on Quartix to installers.
Other cost that have declined significantly is broadband, satellite, GPS, Google Maps costs etc. Quartix and
competitors have passed that through to costumers as they got them.
2) Costumer mix
Another thing is the mix. The ARPU is quite identic for UK in GBP as they are for France in EUR and USA in USD. As
France and US then grow faster and become a bigger part of the mix it erodes some of the group ARPU even through
the individual country ARPU are better.
3) Sales model
Another point regarding the ARPU has been the transition from an on-premise solution where Quartix sold the
hardware and then charged a subscription fee to one that is purely SAAS. As some competitors are still using the old
method and some are still in transition its hard to know the real ARPU development across the board. Here is what
Andy Walters told us about that subject:

4) Promotions and costumer acquisitions
The company does also admit that they have used their operational excellence to offer discounts and promotions to
win new costumers. As Quartix have seen such good KPI on their subscribers so far, they used this to offer good prices
on price comparison sites etc. to win new subscribers.
This is one of the strategies of Quartix. They want to be cost leader and the most efficient run company. They will use
that cost leadership to be lowest on price to capture market share. Some investors think it’s a good thing to have
pricing power. We agree with that if you can use that pricing power and still have high retention rates. But cost
leadership is in our opinion also a wide moat. This not only help win new costumers, but also retain existing costumers
better as they would need to pay a higher price if they change provider. It’s the Amazon way!
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When we talked to Andy Walters about the subject, he responded this way:

5) The starting point
Another point was the starting point for Quartix. Andy mentioned for us that some of the first costumers paid around
40 GBP per month per vehicle. Now those are down to 12-14 GBP per month. So, a lot of that decline are clearly in the
past as we are close to a more natural floor. And as we also wrote above there is also the transition from a hardware +
SAAS sales to a clean SAAS model.

ARPU development
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If we then look at the YoY development in the ARPU we can see it below:

We will note that we should not read to much into the H1 2019 drop yet. The reason for the drop was the huge
acceleration in gross additions to the base. So, there was a lot of subscribers this 6 month that did not have a full 6month contribution to revenue.
In conclusion we think the worst have been passed so far regarding the ARPU. We think the H1 2019 was an outlier do
to mix and strong growth. And the recent trend of more like 3-4 % ARPU decline is more likely going forward than the
5-6 % we have seen in the past. And we don’t think the ARPU decline is such a big worry. When Amazon charges lower
and lower prices (declining ARPU) to win more volume, investors love it. Why should it be any different when Quartix
use their cost leadership to lower prices and gain market-share. If they can grow subscription base a +20 % then we
should not worry if ARPU declines 5 %, the net revenue growth is still + 15 % per year.
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Unit economics:
One of the most important parts of valuing a SAAS company is to understand the underlying unit economics that
drives the growth engine.
We think one of the reasons that Quartix is so cheap, is that the true unit economics are not well understood. First of
all, Quartix does not do a lot of to disclose important SAAS KPI’s. H1 2019 was the first quarter in which they split out
the costumer acquisitions (CAC) in their P&L. We have followed Quartix a long time. We knew that when a SAAS
company can grow the subscriber base at +22 % a year, while expensing all expenses and still keep a +25 % EBIT
margin, then the unit economics are really good. But as Quartix did not split it out, we were not comfortable
underwriting the story. After the H1 numbers came out we could start to calculate the unit economics.
1) Retention rates
The first “falls narrative” about Quartix is the attrition numbers Quartix disclose in their reports:

9

Even through the calculation is factually correct, in our opinion it overstates the true churn in the portfolio. There are
some reasons for this:
-

As Quartix grow a lot there will naturally be a higher churn as cohorts naturally improve retentions as they
grow.

-

The attrition/churn numbers are based on the number of vehicles and not costumers.

As some costumers grow and add more vehicles while others scale down it create some vehicle attrition.
-

The attrition numbers are gross numbers, not net numbers.

Normally when a costumer with 50 vehicles sign up, they start with let’s say 5 vehicles. What normally happens is
that some costumers churn away, but the ones who stay upgrades from 5 to 50 vehicles and becomes much more
valuable.
-

Some costumers operate in cyclical industries with ups and down cycles and different order books.

We think it’s more valuable to look at the net churn by:
(Net additions from existing costumers – churn of existing vehicles) / prior base of vehicles
This is a topic we will dig deeper into later on, but lets first take the 10,5 % churn reported for accurate:

9

Quartix H1 2019 results
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As mentioned Quartix started in H1 2019 to split up the costumer acqustion costs in its financial results:

10

The segment analysis split the business up between the Flee segment, the acqustion segment and the insurance
segment.
It is worth nothing, that in our analysis (to be conservative) we estimate that all the sales & marketing money goes
into the fleet business. While in reality there probably is a small part that goes into the insurance segment. But better
safe than sorry.
We also deduct the central fleet cost in our fleet recurring EBIT % calculation as we don’t assume those scale with
revenue.
Quartix is still a small listed company. It should have high scalability on the central cost going forward, but we don’t
underwrite that in our model.

10

Quartix
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Using those numbers, we can then calculate the CAC on new subscribers and the all-in EBIT margin % on existing
costumers:

11

Above we have illustrated the number of subscribers, the gross additions, gross churn and ultimo base for each
period.
If we then use the CAC on the previous page, we can calculate the CAC/gross addition for each period. It is really
encouraging that Quartix has rising gross additions close to 50 % YoY in H1 2019 but done so with a lower CAC/SUB
The yearly attrition numbers (12 months annualized) is shown. We also calculated the 6-month churn.

We can then also calculate the EBIT margin for the “repeat business”. Those margins have averaged around 75-77 %
for the last 18 months. Included in this figure is also all the central fleet cost, the GOCS (hardware replacement etc. for
existing base) etc. The only thing not included are the PLC level cost and some small shares-based payments and
depreciation (primarily leasehold).

11

Symmetry Invest calculation
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We then build a model around those input data to calculate the lifetime value for the recent cohort:

Our calculation uses a 20-year period - where after we calculate a termination (not a terminal value). Remember there
is already factored in additional hardware expenses etc. in the 76,3 % margin.
We calculate an LTV/CAC ratio of 5,9x for this cohort.
In our calculation we include a 4 % yearly decline in ARPU over the next 20 years. We think this is really conservative
as Quartix is now priced really competitive already
It is worth mentioning here that if we include a flat ARPU over 20 years instead of the 4 % decline the LTV/CAC for the
cohort goes up to 7,5.
Another important point is to look at the payback period of the CAC. This is relevant to estimate the IRR on the
investment and not only the LTV/CAC:
At the end of year 2 (after 18 months) the total contribution sits at 1.633. This is 25 % higher than the CAC. The data
indicates that the payback period for each CAC is less than 18 months (probably somewhere around 15 months). We
again want to emphasize that this is the true cash payback and not some economic payback competitors use when
they depreciate the COGS over a long lifetime.

We were then able to establish the LTV/CAC ratio for the last 3 6-month periods where we have the data to do so:

Using this approach, we get an LTV/CAC ratio for the 3 cohorts ranging between 5,6 and 5,9. This is really good unit
economics as most subscription companies would probably say that more than 3-4x is acceptable. If we remember
that this is using really conservative assumptions like a 4% yearly ARPU decline and a total 20-year termination with all
cost expensed upfront – we think it shows how good the unit economics really is in Quartix.
We also like a lot that Quartix have found ways to increase the CAC over the last year. Both in established markets and
in new markets. With a bigger TAM and expanding channels we would love for Quartix to significantly increase CAC at
those high returns.
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But even through we think 5,6-5,9 LTV/CAC are really impressive we still thought we did miss something. Why can
they grow 22 % per year on subscribers with a 25-30 % EBIT margin?
The answer is in the churn rate. As we have said before we think the attrition/churn rate published are significantly
overstated. The primary reason for this is that existing costumers scale up over years. There is a lot of organic gross
additions each year to the base which offset the gross churn for the existing base. But how do the cohorts then
perform?

We think the above chart is the most important one. It shows the revenue each year for each cohort based on the
acqustion year. If we were to take the official 10-12 % yearly churn + 4-5 % ARPU decline each year, then each cohort
would have to decline the £ revenue by some 14-17 % each year. But as we can see from the chart above that is not
the case here.
A good example is the 2001-2008 cohort (which are shown together in the black line). Costumers acquired through
2001-2008 basically spend the same amount of revenue each year throughout the 10-year period from 2009-2018.
Remember in my former LTV/CAC calculation on the previous page I assumed that the cohorts would end
permanently after 20 years. But here we can see a cohort of costumers with an average of around 13-14 years
basically have 0 decline in the yearly revenue. And this despite the ARPU decline over the period.
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So, what’s going on here?

The important thing to understand is the average costumer behavior. When Quartix acquire 10 new costumers they
usually build a base of 3-5 vehicles and try the product. So around 40 vehicles in the acquisition year. Then over the
next 3-5 years some costumers don’t like the product, don’t grow their business or leave Quartix for other reasons.
Those 5-8 costumers would then leave Quartix with their 20-30 vehicles. But the 2-4 costumers who stays with Quartix
will normally be the successful businesses that adopt Quartix throughout their total fleet. Some costumers then
expand from 5 to 40-50 vehicles over time.
When we talked to Andy Walters about this subject, he actually mentioned that in some of the oldest cohorts they
have 1 single of those costumers today that is larger than the entire cohort was in the acquisition year. This shows
how valuable it is for Quartix to expand the business with existing successful costumers even through there is a high
initial churn in the cohorts.
This also explains why we believe the published churn/attrition numbers by Quartix are really irrelevant. The
important figure to look at is the organic gross additions – gross churn. To understand how the net addition/net churn
for the existing base is instead of looking at the gross churn.
We can then use the cohort data to see the revenue in each year from each cohort:

12

Above we have listed the sale in £ for each year for each cohort. This shows the total development as well as the good
retention on each cohort.

12

Symmetry based on public Quartix data
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If we then use those data to calculate the actual £ retention for each cohort we get the following data:

13

Those numbers are really good retentions numbers. Over the different cohorts the average has been around 96-97 %.
And its important to remember that those numbers are revenue not unit numbers. If we remember we have had 4-6
% declining ARPU over the period, the unit retention from the cohorts have actually been higher than 100 % on most
periods. This show the benefit of growing organically with exciting costumers that more than offset the churn.
As we expect the ARPU erosion to slow down a bit in the coming years we can enter a scenario with +100 % £
retention on old cohorts.
We can then calculate the yearly organic additions from existing customers on average over the last years:

Using that figure we can then look into how many of the gross additions come from organic and how many come from
paid new additons:

As the figure show around 59 % of the gross additions come from new subscribers where as 41 % come from organic
growth of existing subscribers.

13

Symmetry based on public Quartix data
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If we then assume that all the CAC goes to new subscribers (then we are quite conservative to assume its free to add
organic additions) we can take the 130,5 CAC/subscriber and recalculate the true CAC/paid subscriber. That figure
then ends up at 221,9 £ per paid subscriber.

If we then were to recalculate the LTV calculation, we would end up on something like this:

Here we still use a 97 % revenue retention on the cohorts. That basically assume a 4-5 % constant ARPU decline over
the coming 20 years, a number we think are highly conservative.
When we look at our LTV/CAC ratios we are in the 9-10x. That is extremely good subscription numbers. We think the
truth are a lot closer to this 9-10x level than our first 5-6x calculation.
But no matter how we look at it, Quartix is a company with some extremely good SAAS KPI. The only negative has
been the ARPU development which we have discussed at length earlier.

A funny “off-topic”:
When we showed our calculations to Andy Walters and asked him about why the 2011-2012 cohorts had slightly
worse retention rates than the other cohorts, the answer was quite surprising to us:
-

As London was the host for the Olympics in 2012 there was a big need for Fleet Telematics to control traffic
around that event. Those vehicles churned off as the Olympics ended.

We understand that some people will think of those LTV/CAC calculations as theory and a lot of moving parts. And
therefore, not something really useful. As we will show on the next page, they are anything but.
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Another way to look at it is the actual realized LTV for the existing cohorts:

The numbers above are not projections. It’s the already realized accumulated sales and EBIT contribution for each
cohort compared to the CAC.
If we look at the older cohorts like the 2009-2011 cohorts, we are already sitting on +7 in LTV/CAC at the end of 2018.
And we can remember from the chart below that those cohorts are still very mature and will generate additional
contribution for years to come. When we look at the realized numbers a few years from now its highly likely that the
mature cohorts will sit at a +10 LTV/CAC ratio.

At the end of 2018 the 2015 cohort had already delivered a 2x return or a 100 % return in 3 years. The 2016 return
had already earned all the CAC + some after 2 years.
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Risk factors:
It is important for us to understand the underlying risk factors in an investment. In regards to Quartix we have the
stability and high visibility into recurring revenues and high £ retention as a stabilizing factor which essentially lowers
the risk in the investment case a lot.
-

Recession/Brexit?

One risk factor is a global recession and/or a hard Brexit (which could lead to a UK based recession on its own). As the
portfolio are still skewed towards the UK (even through it diversifies quickly) a UK recession will hit the company.
What typically takes place in a recession is that retention rates go down and churn rates goes up. As some of Quartix
costumers gets into financial pain and some of them maybe goes bankrupt the churn will go up. Andy mentioned to us
that the gross attrition in the financial crisis went from 10-12 % normally to more like 15-20 % over the two years
(2008-2009). Another factor is that it gets harder to sign up new costumers. When the economy is bad, making new
investments is not the focus of must management teams. Even though it’s a low-cost decision that ultimately saves
the company money it just moves down the priority lists in crisis times.
To understand Quartix exposure to a recession it makes sense to look at what happened in the financial crisis of 20082009. Because that was really a perfect storm for Quartix. It was the hardest recession/economic downturn since the
great depression. Further Quartix was exposed somehow hard to construction in 2006-2007, a sector that was hit hard
in the crisis.
So, what happened to Quartix?

As we can see from the chart above Quartix grew a lot from 2001-2007. A lot of that growth came in the construction
space as the building sector was booming. As the housing sector in the UK turned down there was a lot of churn in
that segment. This slowed the overall growth for Quartix in 2008 and 2009 until it picked up again in 2010 and started
to grow a lot again in 2011 and after that. But the main point we take from this chart is that Quartix actually managed
to keep growing throughout the worst recession in 100 years. Even with a hard hit to the construction business in the
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UK Quartix managed to grow the subscriber base in both 2008 and 2009. We think that kind of tested the business
model well.
Going forward Quartix is a lot better positioned should the UK head into a recession. According to our talks with Andy,
Quartix have significantly lower exposure to the housing sector now. And the exposure they do have are mainly in
maintaince sectors like plumping, electricity etc. and not in new construction. They also have a lot higher exposure to
other industries including ground maintaince, garden services, safety vehicles, home services. And costumers also
include public costumers now.
Another point related to Brexit is the UK currency. As the vast majority of Quartix expenses are in GBP, a significant
decline in the British pound would actually benefit the competitive situation for Quartix when they sell into other
countries.
The biggest long-term risk for Quartix regarding a Brexit would be the long-term ability to attract different
nationalities to their UK sales offices. As we mentioned before a huge part of the competitive advantage Quartix
enjoys now is the fact that they can sell into a lot of markets from a single location in the UK without the need to
establish physical offices throughout Europe. Even through that would not affect the residents already living in UK (no
short-term risk) it would affect nationalities moving to the UK and therefore the ability to attract multinationals to
work for them in the future.

-

Competition:

As we mentioned before the telematics industry is highly competitive. But it is also a growing industry. The cake to
split grows fast each year. The main competitive issue for Quartix relates to the technological development. As the
competitors are much larger than Quartix and some of the owned by conglomerates, they have deep pockets they can
use to invest in R&D. So far this has not been an issue for Quartix product wise. But there is a risk that those
companies at some point in the future will use those deep pockets to create a technological advantage.
There could also be a risk that competitors would use their deep pockets and size to be aggressive on pricing and
costumer acquisitions. But because Quartix are run so efficient it would mean that competitors would need to accept
losses to grow and take share from Quartix.
We don’t see any immediate competitive risk to Quartix, but it’s a topic investor needs to constantly keep an eye on.
yes
-

Geographical expansion:

As we wrote previously Quartix have now embraced on a geographical expansion strategy to accelerate growth rates.
With more countries and expansion also comes more risk. So far Quartix have managed this well going into France and
USA. With entry into Spain, Poland, Ireland, Germany and Italy a lot more expansion is to come.
The main point to remember is that Quartix does not build offices and sales forces etc. in those countries. They
basically set up local websites in local languages. The sales force and support staff will still be polish, Spanish, Italian
speaking people located in the UK.
The main task and risk are to expand the reseller network in those countries, the installer networks and build trust in
local price comparison sites. From the company perspective the risk will be to manage a lot of different language and
cultures at the same location in UK and still keep a uniformed Quartix culture.
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-

Pre-installs:

One of the bigger long-term risks would be if Car companies developed and created pre-installed telematics solutions
into cars. Or partner with some of the major players in the industry. This is also something to monitor closely. It is
estimated that about 5-10 % of cars today are produced and delivered with some sort of Telematics solutions preinstalled.
We don’t see this as a short-term risk to Quartix over the next 3-5 years. But it’s a development we need to monitor if
the pre-install levels reach a higher number. Because if pre-installs in new cars reach a higher number then it could
pose a problem as older cars churn out.
But in the end price will still play a role. Even if a van has a self-installed 30-40 $ month telematics solutions installed,
the van owner at some point would consider shifting to a 10-15 $ per month solution if they can get the same
product. So even through we see pre-installs as a long-term threat to costumer acqustion, we think price and product
quality are what matters in the end.
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Management:
Quartix was founded by Andy Walters which today is still the CEO and largest shareholder. The 3 other co-founders
Andrew Kirk, William Hibbert and Kenneth Giles are no longer working at Quartix but is still big shareholders.
Andy is a hands-on CEO with good experience and a long-term view. In all our phone conversations, email
correspondence etc. with Andy we got a good impression of a founder that cares deeply for the company. When we
met Andy in London, we walked through the business in dept with him. We were impressed with the knowledge he
had about all the details and moving parts, how the sales channels worked, the R&D department, the competitive
landscape etc. As a big owner and the founder, he has a long-term view of how to create value for Quartix.

The only “negative” we could say was that it did not seem that Andy fully understood the SAAS unit economics. He
was clearly impressed with some of the work we had done into this subject and agreed with us that the company
should scale up the sales and marketing department with such good KPI.
It is also our impression that a lot of the numbers rest with Dan Mendis which is now both the CFO and COO of
Quartix. Dan is guy that Andy had known for years. He has impressed Andy a lot since he joined Quarter in 2017 as
CEO. Which was also the reasons he was promoted to COO recently. We had a good impression of Dan as well when
we spoke with him.
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The main shareholders in Quartix are long term in nature. Besides the 4 founders there are some long-term
institutional shareholders:

We think it’s a good situation to become a minority shareholder alongside founders and long-term institutions. When
the biggest owners invest for the long-term and want to build a business
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Valuation:
As we have written several times, we think the Quartix story is misunderstood. The same goes with the valuation.
We use Mixt Telematics and Induran as benchmark. They are not competing directly with Quartix in the same
markets, but they are also publicly listed peers we can use as a benchmark.
If one only looks at the headline P/E numbers it looks like this:

As Quartix expenses all their CAPEX and costumer acquisitions upfront this disports the comparison somehow. If
we look at some additional figures, we get another picture:

As we can see here if we use FCF as the comparison Quartix basically trades in line with peers. We think this is a
more useful figure than accounting earnings when the companies use different accounting rules.
We would highlight that we think Quartix deserves to trade at a multiple to peers for different reasons
1) The subscriber growth rate is significantly higher for Quartix than for peers. The same goes for the revenue
growth rates.
2) Mixt have around 50 % of their revenue coming from Africa, while Ituran have a huge part of the business
from Israel and Latin America. Quartix have their revenue from UK, France and USA. As such the revenue
comes from more developed markets. Then there is not a huge currency risk as there is for both Mixt with
the south African Rand and for Ituran with both the Israeli Shekel and the Brazil and Argentine currencies.
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We think the best way to look at Quartix is to look at a bear, base and bull case:
1) Bear case
In the bear case we assume Quartix are not able to grow their business. They simply lower their marketing budget to 5
% of revenues. Based on our calculation that would be enough to drive a modest 2 % revenue growth. With the lover
investment in sales & marketing the EBIT margin will go up to around 50 %.
2) Base case:
In our base case we simply assume that the company will continue as it has done in the past 10 years. Growing around
15 % per year while paying all incremental cash out as dividends. At current price that would give around a 5 %
dividend yield.
3) Bull case
In our bull case we assume that Quartix are able to take all their current earnings and deploy it into growth.
Historically Quartix have been able to achieve a 32 % EBIT margin while spending around 26 % of their revenue on
sales & marketing. And growing revenue at a +15 % rate. In our bull case we assume that the company instead of
investing 26 % into sales & marketing lifts that to 58 %. With some deterioration in incremental return on investment
that would double the growth rate to 30 % per year while achieving a 0 % EBIT margin.

In summary:

We think this shows how cheap Quartix really is on current price. Even in our bear case scenario an investor would
achieve a 10 % carry investing in Quartix at current levels. With the stock market at record heights a 10 % carry would
be a good investment, especially with an 8 % dividend yield. Even in a bear scenario we don’t think there is much
downside in the stock as the current earnings and dividend yield of 5 % put a natural floor under the stock.
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How should we then value Quartix?
Below we have listed the valuation of other publicly traded SAAS peers.

14

As we can see from the picture to the right most SAAS companies have around a 0 % EBIT margin, especially the
ones with higher growth. This compares to Quartix margin of +30 %. If we then look at the left-hand column the
stock multiple is around 5-15 % for most of the SAAS peers with some high growth companies trading even
higher. We think Quartix would fit well into this 5-15x revenue multiple.
If we look at Quartix 2020 revenue of 29 mio. GBP we would end up like this:

We use a 10x multiple as a fair value for the stock based on the base case. We think the 5x would fit well with our
bear case and the 15x with our bull case.
With the strong margins and good LTV/CAC ratios we would argue that Quartix should trade at the upper end of
that valuation range.
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https://openviewpartners.com/expansion-saas-benchmarks/#.Xb7SUG5FyUk
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If we take a broader look at some of the other SAAS peers it looks like this:
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Those data are from November 2018. Today the median multiple is closer to 10x vs. 8-9x a year ago.
If we look at those peers it is worth noting that the median EBITDA margin was -6 %. That compares favorably with the
+30 % EBITDA margin that Quartix holds. Quartix has a somewhat lover growth rate at 15-20 % compared to the 30 %
for the peer group.
We can see no reason that Quartix should not at least trade at the median valuation as the peer group at 10x revenue.
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https://about.crunchbase.com/blog/saas-valuations/
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